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Clue 6

We can just assemble some units today, we cut some squares in clue 5 to be used today. 
We will just get right to it.

We need our clue 1 and clue 2 units with the 4-1/2” main colour medium we cut in clue 5 
for the first of our units today. Every one will make 5 (five) of these 15-1/2” unfinished 
units. Remember placement on the outside corners is important. We will assemble this in a 
9-patch manner. Here is our deconstructed block:

For the next 15-1/2” units we will need our HSTs and rectangle units from clue 3 and the 
5-1/2” main colour - dark squares we cut in clue 5. Here is this deconstructed block:

I think we can put another one together today, how about you??
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So for the final unit for today, we need the hourglass units and the remaining 5-1/2” 
squares we cut in clue 5. Here is this deconstructed block for this one:

These all need to be pressed in the easiest, flattest possible way, I usually press from the 
right side then make the seams go a different way from the back if I have a bulky bit. They 
ALL need to be very close to 15-1/2” as well. Can’t wait for the next clue!!

Another hint to help you, these units all should have your background fabric on the far 
outsides of each unit. The first two units are easy to flop around the wrong way…  TRUST 
ME!!

Everyone should have 5 of the first block in this clue and 4 of each of the other two. We 
put together 13 blocks for today.
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